Our work with adults is where it all began - we have over 20 years’ experience
of providing innovative and engaging products and services that help adults
manage their money well.
We have worked with all sorts of groups, and produced training and advice for all
sorts of people. Tailored initiatives have in the past included working with people in
prisons, through churches, housing association residents, members of credit unions
and staff of charities, and local councils. We believe that staying on top of your
money really is for everybody.
Check out our website for articles with a wide range of advice and information
written in easily digestible chunks. We provide a personalised search facility and
categorise our articles, so we can still help even if you don’t know what you need to
know. Also on offer is our Budgetbuilder – the essential online tool for building a
budget, our Spendometer an easy to use mobile app which will help you keep track
of your expenditure on the go, and a Money Manual available to download and to
order in printed form.
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We like to get out and about and offer workshops to people face-to-face. We have
two standard training packages which can be tailored to the demographics of the
audience. Both are delivered in a relaxed and interactive format – making money
matters interesting and nonthreatening. The shorter offering (around two hours) is for
direct delivery to groups of up to 20 and covers: planning (budgeting), saving, debt,
financial products and everyday money. The longer package (whole day) is to equip
groups of no more than 16 to assist others to get on top of their money. It covers the
same areas as the shorter course and assumes no prior knowledge from the
participants. It is a great way to help your employees/volunteers get to grips with
their own finances as well as giving them new skills to help your customers/service
users.
Finally we can provide a consultancy service to help you develop your own
financial education offering. Whether you are looking to develop online content or
tools, face to face training or activities, or simply printed material to promote good
money management, we are here to help.
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